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ABSTRACT

Green revelation, work on green, ecological protection, maintainable lifetime, workable progress. Defending our global and other numerous and additional commodity develop from nature in our ordinary life, Green marketing is tool of weapons using by many firm in numerous business to follow this fashion, a lot of researchers work on green marketing and related literature review. This paper analyzes the influences of green marketing policies on consumer’s fulfillment and ecological caring by inclusive fiction/literature review, for as outcome this manuscript can be use the researchers who want to do research the influences of green marketing on consumer’s fulfillment and environmental protection. This paper describes the environmental marketing idea in the way to change has developed all time. This research highlights the important features and idea of Green marketing shining and different viewpoint, which are related business and environment. It has been restated that environmental and support able related are touching the idea of green marketing further forever, sensibly the paper is specially mention the essential move from costumer driven green marketing which is liable faults, inconsistency outcome and misadvise regarding to marketing driven green marketing which try to awareness in the form of economic environment and capable structure
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INTRODUCTION

In last one in half-decade consumer have become more knowledgeable on environmental problems. Green marketing discusses to purchase and selling the products or adapting services created on environmental advantages. This awareness came in 1990s. For green products consumer are ready to buy in huge quantity, for reason green marketing is rapidly growing for this purpose consumer are showing their interesting and willing. The impact of this analysis for new green market on consumers and ecological so far, green marketing touches all parts of our economy. It is not just as chief leader for environment safety but it too generate new area for
market and new jobs opportunities. The firms have environmental keeper attitude an opportunities for loyal customer to satisfy them, a question regarding the company are thinking about the environmental concerns with economic and social activity (Tomaz, Janez and Barbara, 2009).

The marketing monarchy did not increase the environmental complication for society, in majority cases the environmental issue are grow over human consumption, this complication are brought by the consumer levels. Related to the consumer consumption these are the responsibility of consumer to reduce extra consumption, save our nature, and protect our natural environment for damaging. They should be use environmentally and friendly products for their uses. For this green challenges both producer and consumer are responsible both are impact on environment and society and they too facing these challenges.

The green words isn’t meaning that only manufacturing and production are effected but it has too made an impact and they should be keep environment as green by himself, green marketing can be define as tools for firms to promote their marketing activities and help them in their projects as greener and environmental friendly. Under these surrounding such as the consumer has more awareness and knowledgeable related to his environment, green marketing is most significant playing role model between to create building relationship consumers and the company. Environmentally friendly technologies and practices are helpful for consumer to decrease cost of products and instantaneously increase productivity (Pamela, Laughland & Tima Bansal, 2011).

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

The main objective of the study to discuss and highlight in the following four steps

1. To know and discus the concept and explore the green marketing
2. Strategies and policies for green Marketing.
3. Complication and future facing problems with green marketing and environment
4. Segmentation of consumer regarding to green marketing

THE CONCEPT OF GREEN MARKETING

The concept of green marketing is an opportunity for our business to develop the right (environmental friendly products). Now days its fashion for a business does not identify as environmentally friendly or indigenous in coming era will face risk existence considered as low rent downheartedly out of date, actual and considerable prize is waiting for those companies and firms who caring and methodology for environmental supportable position with genuine related and best idea for green marketing

The United States marketing association (AMA) was hold the first conference on environmental marketing in 1975. In 1980 the first green marketing was introduced. American Marketing Association (AMA) explains green marketing as the marketing brand/products that are lunched specially for environmental safety; the firms are involves in so many activities such as production, products modification, new technology for production, latest technique for
production, environmental packing, advertising according to environmental strategies and also raising the consciousness on obedience marketing between industries. In business language green marketing can be explain as advertising activities meant at taking benefit of convert consumer attitude to brands. These gradually are increasingly been influenced by a firm strategies and performances that directly touch’s the excellence of the environment and reveal the level of related for society (John Burnett 2011) it can also be understood as the advertising for environment safety and beneficial products for society

Green Products can be explain as bellow

1-Those crops who are grown on the origin of products
2-Those products are recyclable, environmental friendly, and refillable
3- Products which the composition of natural components
4- Those products covering or recovered nontoxic biochemical and safe for consumption
5- Products inside covering permitted biochemical components
6- Those products which do not damaging or contaminate the environment
7- Products that will not be first time experimentally tasted on animal
8-Products that have economically friendly packaging e.g. refillable and reusable container

**Green Marketing and Sustainable Growth**

According to the world Green Peace on environmental development in 1971, sustainable growth is an Eco get-together the requirements of the current compromising without the upcoming capability peers to meet their wants and demands. The general theme through this strategy of sustainable growth is the demand of integration economics environmental considerable into decision-making policies to preserve the quality of the protection of environment and to develop agriculture and agro products. This is the voice of society the end of green product is to protects for environment for current and for coming generation

The growth of power-energy effectual process and for better pollution control, reprocess and environmental able packing, Eco safety products are altogether are the parts of green marketing which too leads to sustainable growth (Tessa Peasgood, P. D. 2006)

**THE FIVE MECHANISMS THAT SUPPORT GREEN MARKETING MOVEMENTS GROW NATURALLY**

1. **Appeal to the society**

Not only to the society, we share all similar needs, demand and our ambitious that active action. Society are also narrow minded thinking as to what they think will work in their villages and hometown, anyway when our movement that connect on nature the human level then you can join it with best achievement anywhere and evade the “it would not work here” mentality for green marketing
2. **Beg your spectators to do something now**

By doing something for making your movement makes a logo that’s the primary demand for action. Plant something: save water use and it wisely and lunch for your marketing campaign.

3. **Amazon and enjoyment**

Your goals by saying great stories through all your promotion materials with in sixty Seconds

4. **Be Courageous**

With your campaign for green marketing internet in what way its abundant as compare the simple behavior your endorsing, in this circumstance show them how planting something improvement the lives of everyone who want to enjoy the green marketing in their home

5. **Make it reliable**

For affirm to accept your green marketing campaign, from reasonable cost too easy action

**GREEN MESSAGE**

It is intolerable when it comes to publicity for a non-existing green eco functions. Informally accountable conduct to deliberate, Nowadays, it is not enough to simply that state are interest it, the environment in their professional policy. The products have altered and customer’s rapid attention, you extra round the alteration is unavoidable. The complete situation is continuously lively summer, which is reproduced also in the operative of is companies. This is the change, which has run by the transformation in a marketing viewpoint.

The new green marketing, in difference to traditional situation emphases not only on and what they look like and feel the process of the products, but also focus on what would be its effect on the environmental science in the sequence of its life and also after. Secured dependence on the exchange of various organizations, without boundaries, the step of change, global environmental problems, global business and obviously (Great Sale There, 2012).

Networking and mutual more both sets new challenges before the marketing professional and logically. For this purpose traditional marketing can be defined as “social and management process by whereby, through creation, offer and exchange of products of value with others, individual or groups get what they need or what they wants” is no lengthier meet the developing the markets needs of “green” customers.

Traditional marketing is based on learning and growing and provide products and services in market who prices quality and features will best full fill customer needs without taking into likeness a broader social sensitivity. When green was introduce the main purpose are in ample more component, has given more expansion of products that should be alongside to gratify the need and demands of customer with respect excellence. To convince them with suitable cost with least effected by environment. The firms should not be deceiving them with stories related social
accountable conduct except if they implemented practically. Dishonesty and false in green products may reason permanent damage for both their standards and the image of a company for over lost their dignity and turnover by loss of customers. A rising numbers of marketer’s experts are not using the term Social Responsibility Behaviors (SBR) or environmental accepted products in their advertising movement if they applied events related to environments protection mainly include the price of green products should affordable for customer easily purchase.

The green ecological is continuously controlled by environment and is top levels compliance are so essential when resonant out of delivering green products. This is a common procedure for green market and green products (Geoff Lancaster, D. J., 2009).

ECO-FRIENDLY SAFETY

Environment is just in our surrounding, the environmental issues are increasing day by day the awareness are increased in public through the knowledge and is as result publicity are increased on print and electronic media on issues such as environment facing, the increasing pollution by the industries and the warring off of the ozone layer. Customer and industries are both concern about their everyday activities the impact on their environment.

Nowadays it is great challenges for environmental that who can manage environment safety issues, expensive and time consuming, the company make many laws for environmental safety and protect the environment from harm products that companies have liable to any misconducts with environment, theses environmental laws control harmful pollution and also try to manage hazardous materials (J. Martinez-Allier, 2002).

As result many hazard controlled pollution and stop program that detained are different parts in world emergency procedure. Eventually the employees training, planning and many mentoring firms are trying to amplify for safety and protection of environment. For environmental safety, there are many organization some them are included in worldwide Greenpeace Organization, United Nations Environment Programmed (UNEP), Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), Earth System Governance Project (ESGP), Global Environment Facility (GEF), and regional organization which is they working for environmental are European Environment Agency (EEA), Partnerships in Environmental Management for the Seas of East Asia (PEMSEA), do not take it easy that environmental safety is easy task to implement.

Applying the global harmonized system (GHS) regulation strategies of a solitary frame effort of the arrangement and category of substances so dangers are reliably clear crossways altered national authority is helpful but extremely stimulating, particularly in states like Japan, Korea and U.S. They have many controlling authorities for environment and emerging new generation of “Green” product the lake of production processes and hapless designing of products be dangerous for environment. For this reason the companies are should deliberate possible non good effects on environment and to reduce it side effect on environment at beginning when they lunching New Products Development (NPD) (L CLUB, U. P, 2009).
SHAREHOLDERS IN GREEN MARKETING STRATEGY

The important of literature review shareholder is the most important roll and influencing the market organization. Shareholders have influence on all the parts and areas of green polices like, green attentiveness in people, publicity promotion and advertisement, the packing of green products and environmental products. When some popular firms wants to do for green and environmental products and when they start the green strategy for environment the stakeholder come and forefront the firms their green strategy (Grace Chinyere, 2010).

Jaime Rivera-Camino (marketing experts) from Madrid University he said that shareholder in green marketing are instructors and they are the animals in various like plant form for coming peers. He reflect the following questions in the followings five steps (Rinosha Banu, 2012).

1. The consumer should be knowledgeable to responsibility for the using of any products and how to spend use the products and how to dispose it
2. How the companies make environmentally, green and friendly products
3. Who can they cooperate with each other for green environment and green products?
4. How to produce (develop) new type of friendly products
5. How the company donates for the refurbishment the environment

GRATIFICATION OF CUSTOMER AND GREEN MARKETING

In common, language gratification has been defined in the two ways: whichever for process or as outcome. For a process it’s perceptual apprising emotional process that contribute for satisfaction of customers, and for as an outcome its totally related for the consumption the end of state resulting, the meaning and definition is varied related and the level of simplicity which is include, for satisfaction following arguments must be remember in your mind(Core, Allan & Collins, 1990)

1. From products satisfaction and products values in market
2. Satisfied from your purchasing experience decision
3. Satisfied from your performance and the output of your purchased products
4. Satisfied from shopping mall or those brand which purchased
5. Satisfied from your pre purchase experience

From marketing literature review proposes that there is a robust connection between satisfactions and loyalty. Satisfaction clues attitude to loyalty. It had been seen in intentionally purchase. Many authors are agree on this point that the customers have exposed the important effect of environmental information and awareness on customers environmental attitude (Edwin Cheng, 2008)

DISCUSSION ON MARKETING STRUCTURE (GREEN MARKETING)

This is the human nature without green our life is impossible, in this green world everybody are demanding for green life the reason for green life is so better and healthy for our present and
future generation, there is now actual sense that environmental safety and protect is so important for us. Most of customers are spending more time to see the brand pattern that in which they are showing their interested that is go to green.

Customers are not only interested to purchase but also showing their willing for the green products more pay the others one compare with it. Latest survey in Europe and North America 70% of some 2000 peoples (Ecological sustainability, 2012). Australia and Japan are willing to pay for better energy substitute such as solar and wind which convert their power sectors to green energy. Japan have developed electric cars in market for green energy and for protection the environment (friendly environmentally car). Now they are motivating their customers to show their interest and buy those companies product, which are environment friendly. When a company shows the green embalm or logo in their products its clear that their products and services stand for green environment. In most countries like US, people see the label of green products when they buying something for their consumption for example, US green energy star logo, green label in Japan, Korea and Thailand and much more (Daniel M. Kammen, 2010)

**FUTURE OF GREEN MARKETING**

There are lectures and many awareness messages for society to avoid from green marketing myopia, in these messages and awareness they are delivering a message for peoples to effect on green marketing and nature should be applying for good marketing principles and select and make green products for consumer demands. Still the question arises in our minds that what is the future of green marketing. The future of green marketing is bright, business scholars have a strong view about the green future and it is as eco-friendly topic in future and coming future just for green world and green marketing, green has gone conventionally not too extended before just in small group of bottomless green customers existed. Currently 83% of consumer “natural marketing institute 2009” In the face of upsetting environmental pollution and rising planet obliteration by ‘reckless' and profit-obsessed worldwide corporates, discontented consumers trust the time has come to uncheck the ‘People's Green Revolution ‘Garden explains: “new consumer awareness needs a new marketing attitude and a very diverse marketing method. Business brands and markets that fail to adapt will face extinction (Sharma, 2010).

**CONCLUSION**

Protecting environment for the future of generation and save the nature for damaging and working for green marketing is tools to play vital and positive rolls for the safety of environment. Growing awareness in peoples for protecting the environment, there is appearance for a new marketing that is called green market. Without green marketing companies live impossible they must be need for green in all features for their business. Consumers demand to find out by himself those companies which going for green acquiescent and desirable to pay on a best quality for green lifestyle. As such is green marketing is no instrument for protection the environment but it’s also for marketing strategy, what is before the pollution has leaded, lean towards health products. Cost well organized and energy efficient products, green marketing has been frequently thought to be transitory fashion by marketers, as it does not encourage conventional viewpoint of marketing.
The Custom outlook of market is just emphasis on selling the customer as more as they can provide the customers demand in which they are interested, which is directly different to green marketing propose for their customers, even what the traditional outlook but may be, ideologically of green marketing is best requirement and to stay here. Most of customer will show their interesting to choose those products which do not damaging the nature ended less environmentally friendly products, even if the price is high. In green marketing advertisers concentrate environmental benefits to sell their products in market.

In this paper, certain key characteristics are highlighted in the related area of green marketing. It also highlighted those factors problematic for consumers as well as for corporate to accept a green if they overwhelmed, mostly Government implementation instructions and regulation education, grants, and economics conditions. Within details of study these barriers imitate social economics agenda for the consumer’ working for green and would be considered in connected to each other and resolved in similar the reason if they both correctly and efficiently used they will be support working on green
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